
The Palm Tree large crowns are known as the California site has them pictured with the 

wrong ID. 

Jay Pike found the Palm Tree chips on one of his never ending haunts of antique stores 

and flea markets. TR King records gives us the following information. 
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 ID a bit confusing.  It says 

Jimmy Lloyd 

Club 2634 Bayshore 

2090 Pacific Ave. 

San Francisco 

5000 chips in 1943 and then 1600 a week later.  Looks like it could be two addresses 

rolled into one. 

ie Club (something missing) 

2634 Bayshore 

and another order to 2090 Pacific. 

6600 chips plus a 3rd order with unknown chip count. 



It is time to put the Team to work. Credit Ed Hertel and Jay Pike for the research.  

The research came back to Bok Hing Chan, The Palms, 2634 Bayshore, San Francisco, 

CA. Chinese place. Looks like it straddles two counties. 

2090 Pacific is residential, apartments probably, as many people live there at the same 

time.  I don’t know who Jimmy Lloyd is, might not even be a real name. 

As it turns out Bok Hing Chan and his gambling empire were the subject of "Illegal Of 

The Day" California 3 posted on 11/18/10. It was research on several chips with 

"Chinese Chars" on them. You can read it here. 

http://www.marlowcasinochips.com/links/genetrimble/illegaloftheday/BokHingChanCA.pdf 

Bok Hing chan had a string of gambling clubs. At least 11  known. He had some of his 
clubs listed under one company, Wai Yuen Social Club.  
Known Club names... 
Palms......................2634 Bayshore Blvd. 
Cabbage Patch......910 Market st. Colma 
Goat Ranch...........(behind the Cow Palace) would be about 2+/ miles from Palms 
 
Other towns he owned clubs... 
N. San Mateo County (Palms & Goat Ranch), Emeryville, Watsonville,  Bakersfield, 
Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, Marysville, and San Pablo You can find chips attributed to 
some of these clubs on the CA site. 
 

1943 
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Jay Pike bought this FBI picture on ebay after he found the chips. Front and back of the 

picture scanned. Just maybe this picture will spawn a 3rd "Illegal Of The Day" on our 

boy Bok Hing Chan. *vbg* 

1946 
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1952 articles tell of the trial of the owner, years later after the club was closed. 

Chin Bock Hing ran the Palms and two other clubs, alternating whichever one had the 

least pressure on it that day. The IRS came in 1952 for unpaid taxes (attached article) 

and he was eventually found guilty and sentenced to 10 years in prison. While awaiting 

an appeal, the courts (in what must have been a fit of stupidity) released Hing on bond.  

Guess what?  This rich gambler with ties overseas suddenly disappears!  Poof, GONE! 

It looks like finally in 1958 Hing settled with the IRS for just under $1 million.  

 

 

1952 
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This from our "Friend Of The Hobby" is from the 2010 IOTD post. 

Bok Hing Chan, one of the kingpins of Bay area Chinese gambling circles in the 30’s 

and 40’s. He came to the US from Canton, China around 1910 and left for Hong Kong in 

1953, a fugitive. 380 Vernon was Chan’s residential address from 1939 until he went on 

the lam in May 1953. During this time he is known to have operated at least these three 

gambling houses: The Palms, Goat Ranch and Cabbage Patch. 

His HQ was a pawnshop in the heart of San Francisco’s Chinatown. The 64 year old 

Chan got out of dodge after being sentenced to 10 years in Federal prison for income 

tax evasion. 

 Forgot to mention that the “Wui” and “Yun” on the chip appears to be the name used by 

Chan for his gambling operations: spelled “Wai” and “Yuen” in first article. 

San Mateo Times—20nov1952 (Chan’s name is written Chin Bock Hing: Chin a 

variation of Chan; Bock a spelling choice; often with Asian names the last name is 

written first). 

IMO, Bok Hing Chan may have ran one of the biggest illegal gaming empires in CA 

history.  

This is "Illegal Of The Day" #298. 

 

 


